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Unbounded symmetrysets R E Z; are introduced which, in the presence of a Jacobi 
condition, are classified and can be written as R = Z;r + ... + iZ;h (inner direct 
sum), where n,< n for all i = 1,. .. , k. The properties of these unbounded sym- 
metrysets are easily veritied for the set R of roots of Witt Lie algebras. This paper is 
a step in the direction of classifying simple Lie algebras of characteristic p, by study- 
ing their rootsystems. c 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
0. INTR~~XJCTION 
The problem of classifying the finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras over 
an arbitrary field of characteristic 0 is solved by Jacobson [3]. But the 
classification problem for semisimple Lie algebra over a field of charac- 
teristic p > 0 is considerably more difficult. Rootsystems in Euclidean space 
arising in the study of complex semisimple Lie algebras were adequate for 
direct classification of complex semisimple Lie algebras. However, the root- 
systems were not as directly the base for the classification theory even for 
the special classical Lie algebras of characteristic p introduced and studied 
by Seligman [9] in 1955. Seligman and Mills [7] used other methods to 
study close analogues in characteristic p of the complex semisimple Lie 
algebras. 
For a classical Lie algebra L of characteristic p, with a Cartan sub- 
algebra H [g] we have a rootsystem R(L, H), but this system is not a root 
system in Euclidean space due to the p torsion. More recently in [ 10, 121, 
it was learned that certain structures of R(L, H) alone lead to the iden- 
tification of R(L, H) with a rootsystem in Euclidean space, and this enables 
a direct classification of Classical Lie algebras of characteristic p along the 
same lines as in the theory of complex semisimple Lie algebras. Some of the 
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properties of R(L, N) are satisfied in quite more general systems called 
symmetrysets introduced by Winter [12] and each symmetryset R deter- 
mines a system of roots R in the sense of Bourbaki [2]. 
This paper is a second in a series of three papers for studying the detailed 
structure of symmetry sets. Here, we study the unbounded symmetrysets 
and we show that if R c 77; is an unbounded Jacobi set (symmetryset with 
a Jacobi condition), then R = Z;’ + . . * + Z,“” (inner direct sum), where 
n,6 n. This work extends Winter’s work in [ 10, 121 and represents a 
strong thrust forward in a new and expanding field which promises to play 
an important role in classification of Lie algebras as well as in areas related 
to more general symmetrysets. The properties of R are easily verified for 
the rootsets corresponding to Witt Lie algebras. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let G be an additive abelian group with no 2-torsion. For any finite sub- 
set R of G, we regard the subset R as :a + b E R only for certain a, b E R. 
For a E G the relation {(b, b + a)/b + UE R} generates an equivalence 
relation on R. The corresponding equivalence class of b E R is the string 
Rh (a) = (b - ru,..., b + qa}. We call R,(a) the a-orbit of b with length q + r. 
The orbit R,(a) is bounded if R,(a) #b + Za. An automorphism of the set 
R E G is a bijection r: R -+ R such that a + b E R if and only if 
r(u) + r(b) E R, in which case r(a + b) = r(a) + r(b), for all a, b E R. We call 
an automorphism r, which stabilizes all u-orbits R,(a) (b E R) a symmetry 
of R at a. If R,(a) is bounded we define the Cartan integer u*(b) = r-q, 
and the reflection r, by r,(c) = c - a*(c)a if R,.(a) is bounded. The element 
a E R is unbounded if there exists b E R such that R,(a) = b + Za. We say 
more specifically, that a is unbounded at b if R,(a) = b + Za (b E R). 
A symmetryset R is a finite subset of G such that Aut R contains a sym- 
metry ra of R at a for all a E R, a #O. A symmetryset R is an unbounded 
symmetryset if every element in R is unbounded. Note that every sym- 
metryset R contains 0 and -a for all a E R. A symmetryset R is called 
reduced if 2a $ R for all a E R - (0). An element a E G is called a root if 
aEREG. 
The closure mapping of R, A : R -+ R, is defined by A (a) = b, where 
R c R** = Horn (R*, h), ci(S) =f(a) andfo R* = Horn (R, Z). We say R is 
nil if R=ker A. 
For any symmetryset R, R is the inner direct sum R = R, + . . + R, of 
subsets R, ,..., R,ofRifR=R,u...vR,, RinRj={O} forallifjand 
a + b = c in R if and only if there exists i such that a, b, c E Ri and a + b = c 
in R. If R = R, + ... + R, is an inner direct sum of R which cannot further 
be retined, and if n = 1, then we say that R is irreducible. 
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We say that SC R is closed if 0 E S, S= -S and a + h E S whenever 
a,bESanda+bER.ThesetScRisopenif(R--S)U(O)isclosed.Then 
{S - { 0 j/S is open and closed in R 1 is a topology for R - {O}, whose con- 
nected components R, - {O},..., R,, - (0) determine the irreducible com- 
ponents R, ,..., R, of R in the sense that R is an inner direct sum of 
R , ,..., R,, which cannot be further refined. Thus, R is irreducible if n = 1. 
We now prove the following lemma, which is used in the next sections. 
1.1. LEMMA (Hailat [4]). Let R be a symmetryset. [f ci#O, then a is 
bounded and a* E Horn (R, Z). 
Proof: Let a E R be an unbounded root. Then there exists b E R such 
that Rb(a)= {b, b+a ,..., b+(p- l)a), and 
6+(p- l)ri}. Th’ 
&(a)= (6, 6+6,..., 
IS implies that ri =6 because if it is not, then ti is an 
unbounded root in a system of roots in the sense of Bourbaki [2], which 
clearly is not possible. To see that a* E Horn (R, Z), note that a* = ci* C- /I
and that 6* EHom (R, Z), by [12]. m 
2. GENERAL RESULTS ON UNBOUNDED ELEMENTS 
In [ 1 l] and [ 12 J, Winter shows that if R is a reduced symmetryset in G 
and G is an additive abelian group with no 5 or 7 torsion or G is vector 
space over Z, or iZ7, then R is a Bourbaki rootsystem in the sense of [2] 
with 0 added. Now, the ideas used in proving Lemma 2.1 of Block [ 1 ] lead 
to the proof of the following theorem without restrictions on torsion. 
2.1. THEOREM. Every reduced symmetryset is bounded. 
Proof: Suppose first that R is any symmetryset, a E,R - (01, 2a $ R and 
is unbounded at b E R. We claim that 26 = 0 or one of 2(a - b), 2(a + b) is a 
root. Observe that R,(a) = {b,..., b + (n - 1) a}, where n is the order of a. 
Now suppose, that 2(a- b), 2(a + b)$ R. Then, we have Rb+Zrr(b) = 
{b+2a} and Rhpza(b)= (b-2a}. Thus, s,(b+2a)=b+2a and 
s,(b - 2a) = b - 2a. Since .P/, E Aut R, then b+2a=s,(b+2a)= 
s,((b+a)+a) = s,(b+a)+s,(a) = s,,(b)+2sg(a) = -b+2s,(a). This 
implies that sb(a) = b + a. Using the same argument on R,- 20(b) = 
(b-2a}, wethen haves,(a)= -b+a. But then -b+a=b+aand2b=O. 
This concludes our claim that 26 = 0 or 2(a - b) E R or 2(a + b) E R. To see 
that the reduced symmetryset R is bounded, suppose, to the contrary, that 
R has an unbounded element a at 6, so that R,(a) = {b,..., b + (n - I)a}. 
This implies that 2b = 0 or 2(a- b) is a root or 2(a + b) is a root, which 
contradicts the “reduced” hypothesis. g 
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The ideas used in proving Theorem 2.1 also lead to a proof of the follow- 
ing proposition, which is used in the next section. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let R be a symmetryset. Let a be an unbounded 
element at b. Then one of the following is an element in R: 2a, 2(a- b), 
2(a + h). 
3. UNBOUNDED JACOBI SETS AND THEIR CLASSIFICATIONS 
3.1. DEFINITION. A symmetryset R is said to be a Jacobi set if 
a, b, c, a + b, (a + b) + c E R such that a # -b and one of the following con- 
ditions holds: 
(J1) a G b=o and E=8; 
(J?) a 4 b#6 and E#& 
Then a+ceR or b+cER. 
Also, note that if d is unbounded, then c?= 0 by Lemma 1.1. 
The Jacobi condition reflects the condition for complex semisimple Lie 
algebras that [CL,, Lh], L,] #O implies that [L,, L,.] #O or EL,,, L,,] #O. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let R be a Jacobi set. Let a E R be an unbounded element. 
Then ka E R for all integers k. 
ProoJ We first prove that 2ae R. Since a is an unbounded element, there 
exists be R such that Rb(a)= {b, b+a,..., b+ (n- l)a>, where n is the 
order of a. Then 2a or 2(a + b) or 2(a - b) E R by Proposition 2.2. If 
2(a + b) E R, then b + a, (b + a) + (b + a), ((b + a) + (b + a)) + (-b - 3a) = 
b - a are elements in R. Now suppose first that (b + a), $ (b + a) = 6. Then 
.6+(i+6+&=6 and 26=6 since a is unbounded and &=6 be Lemma 1.1. 
This implies that 6 = 0 since R E G and G has no 2-torsion. It follows that 
-b ^ 3a= -6-3ri=6and (J,)applies. But if (b+a) $ (b+a)#6 Then 
6+&+6+li#6and26#6Thisimpliesthat6#~, -b ^ 3a=-6-3ci= 
-6-- 6 = -6# 6 and (J2) applies. Therefore, by the Jacobi condition, 
-2a=(b+a)+(-b-3a)ERand 2aER. Also, if 2(a-b)ER, then b-a, 
(b-a)-(b-a), ((b-a)+(b-a))+(-b+3a)=b+aER and by the 
same argument as above we have either (J 1) or (Jz) applies. Therefore, by 
the Jacobi condition, 2a = (b - a) + ( -b + 3a) E R. We conclude, in either 
case, that 2a E R. 
We now proceed to show that ka E R, by induction. For k = 1,2, this is 
done above. Suppose that ja E R for all j < k. Since Rb( (k - 1)a) = b + Za 
by hypothesis that a is unbounded and b + ia E R for all iE Z, hence 
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(k - 1 )u is an unbounded element in R and 2(k - 1 )a E R as we proved 
above. Similarly, R, ((k - 2)a) = h + &I and 2(k - 2)~ E R. 
Now, we have (k-2)a, (k -Z)a+(k-2)~, ((k-2)u+(k-2)u)t 2u:= 
2(k - I)a E R. Since a is unbounded and ri = 0, then (k - 2)~ T (k - ?)a = d 
and 2cj = 0. This implies that (J, ) holds. Therefore, by the Jacobi condition 
ka=(k-2)a+2asR. 1 
THEOREM 3.3. Let a he an unbounded element in a Jacobi set R, and let 
6, b + ta E R for some t # 0. Then b + i( ta) E R for all i E Z. 
Proof We first consider that case t = 1. We show by induction on i 3 0 
thatb+iu~Rforalli~~.Fori=O,l,wehaveb+ia~R,thatisb~Rand 
b+aER. Suppose that b+iuER for all i<k. Then b+(k-l)u, -h, u, 
(b+(k-l)a)+(-b)ER and ((b+(k-I)a)+(-b))+a=kaER. Now 
since a is unbounded and (j=(j by Lemma 1.1, then 
(b+(k-1)a) $ (-b)=(b^+(k-l)cj)+(-h^)=h^+(-6)=d and G=6. 
This implies that (J,) holds. Therefore, by the Jacobi condition, we have 
either b + ka E R or b - a E R. If b + ku E R, then we are done. Now suppose 
that b-uER. Then h-a, --b-(k- l)a, (k+ l)a, (b-u)+ 
(-b-(k-l)a)=-kaER and ((b-a)+(-b-(k-l)a))+(k+l)a= 
aER. Since (b-a) + (-b-(k-l)a)=(6^-ri)+(-6-(k-l)ci)= 
/!- h^ = 6 and Li = 0 (u is unbounded and h = o), then (J,) holds. Therefore, 
by the Jacobi condition, (b-a)+(k+l)u=b+kaER or -b+2aER. If 
b +ka~ R, then we are done. Therefore, b-2a= -(-b + 2a)~ R. This 
implies that, if b + ka 4 R, then b - u, b - 2a E R. 
Now suppose that h-la E R but h + ku& R for I, where lb 2. This 
implies that (b-la), (b-/a)+(-b-(k-l)a)= -(l+k- l)a~R by 
Theorem 3.2, and (b-la)+( -h-(k- l)a)+(k+I)a~Z,ac R, where 
n = I4 is the order of a. But (b-la) $ (-b-(k- la)= 
(6-ki)+(-h^-(k-l)Li)=b^-h^=6 and (k $ I)a=(k+I)ci=ij since a is 
unbounded and ri = 0 by Lemma 1.1. It follows that (J1) holds and by the 
Jacobi condition, we have -b-(k-l)u+(k+l)a=-bf(I+l)usR 
since (b - la) + (k + /)a = b + ka 4 R. This implies that b - (E + 1 )a = 
-(-h+(f+l)a)~R, whenever b-1aER. But b-a and b-2aER as we 
proved above, then h-la E R for all 1. Now take I= n - k, then 
b- (n - k)ac R, (induction on I), so that b + ka E R. We conclude that 
b+iaER for all iEZ. 
We now drop the assumption that t = 1 and assume that t # 0. Since u is 
unbounded, then ta E R and unbounded by the previous Theorem. Then by 
using the case when t = 1 we conclude that b + i(m) = b + ita E R for all i, 
which was to be proved. 1 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let a, b be two unbounded elements in a Jacobi set R. Jf 
a + b E R, then a + b is an unbounded element of R. 
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Proof. Since b + aE R, then b + iaE R for all iE E. Also, since b is 
unbounded, jb + ia E R for all i,j. In particular, i(b + a) E R for all i which 
implies a + b is an unbounded element in R. m 
We now turn to the classification of unbounded Jacobi sets. Let R c Z; 
be an unbounded Jacobi set. Then R = R, v . . . u R, where the Ri are the 
irreducible components and where each Ri is an irreducible unbounded 
Jacobi set. We show that R = Uf=, ‘22 where nis are nonnegative integers. 
To classify the unbounded Jacobi sets, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let R be a Jacobi set and let a, b, c, a + b, h + c be noxero 
unbounded elements in R. Then a + c E R. 
Proqf: Let b’= b-a, so b’E R. Then (a+ b’)+c= b+cE R. Since 
a + b’ = b E R, we have a + c E R or b’ + c E R, by the Jacobi condition. If 
u + c E R, we are done. Thus, we may suppose that b’ -t- c E R. Then we have 
(b-a)+c=b’+cER, so that (b+c)-aER. Thus, (b+c)+2aER, 
by Theorem 3.3. Now (b+2a)+c=(b+c)+2aER implies that 
(b + 2a) - c E R, by Theorem 3.3. But then ((a + b) + (a + b)) + (-b -c) = 
(b+2a)-cE R, so that (a+ b)+ (-b-c)E R, by the Jacobi condition. 
Thus a - c E R. By Theorem 3.3., it follows that u + c E R. 1 
This leads us to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let R s 77; be an irreducible unbounded Jacobi set. Then 
R z Zp” ,for some m 6 n. 
Proof. Let a, E R. Then ia, E R for all iE Z, by Theorem 3.2. Let 
S= jb E R\h + a, E R}. We claim that S is isomorphic to Z; for some 
m <n. To show this, let B = {b, ,..., b,} be a maximal set of linearly 
independent elements in S. If hi E B then, -hi 4 B. Also, every element in S 
is a Z-linear combination of b, ,..., b,. In the following, we show by induc- 
tion on the cardinality of B that every linear combination of 6, ,..., b, is an 
element in 5’. If m = 1, then ih, E R for all i by Theorem 3.2. Thus ib, E S. 
Since ib,+b,ER, b,+a,ER and hence ib,+a,ER by Lemma35 If 
m = 2, then b, + b, E R, since b, + a,, E R and by Lemma 3.5. Thus. 
b, + izb, E R and i, h, + i,b, E R for all i,, i, E L by Theorem 3.3. Then we 
have i,bl+i2b2ES by Lemma35 since (i,b,+izbz)+bzER and 
h, + a, E R. Now suppose that every Z-linear combination of {h, ,..., h, , ) 
is in S. Then i,b,+ ... +i,-,b,p,+i,b,n=(i,b,+ .‘. -ti,+,b, L)+ 
i,,b, E S by Lemma 3.5., since (i,b,+ ... +i,.~,b,p,)+a,~R, and 
u0 + i, 6, E S. We conclude that Sz Z’p” and hence S is a symmetryset. 
Clearly S is closed. Let ,!$ = (R - S) u { 0 >. We will show that s is closed. 
To show this, let a, b E 3 and suppose that a + h E S. Therefore 
(a+h)+a,~R. But a T b=ci+6=6 and k&=0, by Lemma 1.1, since 
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a, b, a, are unbounded roots in R. If follows that (J,) holds and, by the 
Jacobi condition, we have a + CI,, E R or b + a, E R. This implies that CI E 5’ 
or b E S. This contradicts the assumption that a, b E 3. Therefore 3 is closed 
and R = S- 3 (inner direct sum). If follows that R = S, since R is an 
irreducible symmetryset and S # {O i. 1 
We end this section with a complete classification of all unbounded 
Jacobi subsets of Z;. That is to say, if R c 72; is an unbounded Jacobi set, 
then R = Z!;l + .. + Z;;” (inner direct sum) where ni < n for all i = l,..., k. 
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